
 

##Pablo Hi, I'm Pablo! I'm a professional artist and this is my first year of illustrating! Visit my website to see some of my
work. I am an illustration student, and i love it so much. My illustrations usually involve animals like cats, dogs, foxes...etc. And
sometimes they can be fictional animals like unicorns or dragons! Sometimes i might do landscapes too. My favorite medium
for drawing is digital with the use of graphics tablet or mouse pad because its more convenient than using traditional methods
like ballpoint pen and paper. If you're interested in seeing how i draw some pictures then check out this video on youtube:
https://www.youtube. com/watch?v=aDBG41DAlgc If you'd like to stay updated on my presence online, follow me on
instagram: https://www.instagram.com/pablo_draws/ Or follow my illustrations on instagram:
https://www.instagram.com/serves_drawings Or follow my twitter: https://twitter.com/PabloDraws Oh and if you want to buy a
print of one of my illustrations, here's my storenvy: https://www.storenvy. com/stores/1412887-pablodraws Thanks for checking
my profile!! ##Klaudia I started digital art maybe 3 years ago... First i was drawing only because i wanted to make things for my
cosplay... But then, after few months i realized that digital art is something that i want to do every single day, so i really started
to practice everyday! It's so important to improve drawing skills everyday! And if you stop drawing for longer time then it
doesn't matter because you can always start where you left off, you can pick up where you left off... ^^ I was never interested in
winning prizes or recognition, but i'm really glad that people liked my art. My favorite style is fantasy, but i'm trying to get
better at drawing realistic stuff or cute stuff... Next year I'm going to study digital art at animation school, so i'm really curious
how my drawings will improve in the next couple of years ^^  Screenshot From Discord Chat Room ##Adam Piatek Hi I'm
Adam. I've been drawing for about 10 years now and have had no real training other than myself. I use Adobe Photoshop CS6
for all my artwork. My style is very diverse, I can do realistic artwork if needed but my true passion are monsters and demons.
I've never won any awards for my artwork but Adam does enjoy drawing monsters, aliens, demons, and sci-fi art. I'm currently
working on some video game artwork for my Steam profile. Some of my inspirations are Doug Jones (The Shape of Water),
Guillermo Del Toro (Crimson Peak), and H.R Giger (Alien). I will be moving to Denver Colorado in June of 2018 to pursue a
career in video game art! ##Daniela Hi there! I'm Daniela, I like to draw cute girls. I started drawing few years ago when i saw
an ad about drawing lessons on the internet.
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